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^^   SUMMARY 

I Secondary electrons control a spacecraft's response to a plasma environment. To accurately 
simulate spacecraft charging, the NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) has mathematical models of the 
generation,  emission and transport of secondary electrons This paper discusses the  importance of each 
of the processes and the physical basis for each of the NASCAP models. Calculations are presented which 
show that the NASCAP formulations are  in good agreement with both  laboratory and  space experiments. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognized that the ratio of secondary electrons to incident electrons is a 
determining factor in spacecraft charging. Experience gained during development of the NASA Charging 
Analyzer Program (NASCAP) shows that the physical mechanisms which control the generation, emission and 
transport of secondary and photoelectrons dominate the charging process. This paper addresses three 
specific aspects of the NASCAP model and discusses the importance of each. The first is the model for 
gereration of secondary electrons as a function of the incident electron angle and energy. The secondary 
yi'ild for electrons with energies greater than 10 keV is more accurately calculated by NASCAP than by 
analytical   formulas with exponential   decay    at    high    energy. This     is    shown     to be very   important   in 
understanding the energy of the magnetospheric electron energy spectrum which cause charging. Second, 
NASCAP models the three dimensional electric fields and potentials around a satellite. Secondary 
electrons typically have energies of just a few electron volts, and their motion is influenced by weak 
electric fields. Calculations and experiments have shown that charging on one part of a satellite can 
cause electric fields which suppress secondary electron emission on other parts of the satellite. This 
results in overall charging of the satellite even though secondary yields exceed the incident electron 
current. This phenomenon is inherently multi-dimensional, and its understanding requires the three- 
dimensional capabilities of NASCAP. Third, just as electric fields can suppress the emission of 
secondary electrons, they can also transport them from surface to surface. While not of great importance 
for geosynchronous spacecraft charging, surface transport of secondary electrons dominates the collection 
of electrons by  high    voltage    spacecraft    in    Low    Earth    Orbit. The    model   of  secondary transport  m 
NASCAP/LEO includes the interplay between electric fields parallel and perpendicular to spacecraft 
surfaces. Comparison with ground and flight data show that secondary electron transport can increase the 
effective collection area by orders of magnitude. 

The NASA Charging Analyzer Program 

The NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) was developed by S-CUBED under contract to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration to perform dynamic, fully three-dimensional simulations of the 
charging of a spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit. NASCAP also simulates laboratory experiments relevant 
to such charging. The various capabilities of NASCAP are described in detail elsewhere^1'?'. Briefly, 
the model provides for a three-dimensional, finite element representation of a spacecraft within a 
16x16x32 grid. The spacecraft is assumed to charge due to the accumulation on its surface of electrons 
and ions from the surrounding plasma. Fluxes of particles with energies greater than -50 keV that are 
able to penetrate the materials are assumed to be negligible, and the depth of deposition of charge 
within spacecraft materials is neglected. In addition to the collection of primary electron and ion 
currents, other surface mechanisms, namely secondary electron emission, backscatter and photoemission, 
are also included. The distribution of incident particle energies may bo Maxwel I ian, double Maxwel I ian, 
or described by  a set    of    tabulated    spectral    data    points. The angular distribution function may be 
Isotropie,  or  a   loss-cone/gain-cone type of anisotropic form. 

NASCAP is capable of solving Poisson's equation around a complex three-dimensional object. The 
object may be composed of cubes, sections of cubes, thin plates ano long booms. An easy to use object 
definition protocol is provided. The computational space may extend as far from the object as desired. 
Outer boundary  conditions may  be grounded    or    monopolar. Under    normal  usage,   space charge  is   ignored 
(i.e., Laplace's equation is solved). Optionally, Debye screening may be invoked, or the space charge 
associated with   low energy emitted electrons may be taken  into account. 

The object may be composed of up to fifteen different conducting segments. Each segment may be 
held at fixed potential or allowed to float, or segments may be biased relative to one another. The 
object may be covered by up to fifteen different surface materials. The materials may be conductors or 
thin insulating layers overlying conductors. The bulk and surface conductivities and the emissive 
properties of  the materials may  be user specified,  with default values provided. 

«This work supported by NASA/Lewis Research Center,  Cleveland,   Ohio,   under Contract NAS3-23881. 
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A NASCAP simulation consists of a series of 'timesteps.' During each timestep the incident and 
emitted currents to each surface cell are computed and the surface potentials updated, taking into 
account bulk and surface conductivity, suppression of secondary electrons, and changes in current during 
the t imestep.       Then    the    space    potent i a I s    and    f i e I ds    are    updated. For    s imu I at i on of  I aboratory 
experiments the inci jnt currents are most commonly computed by tracking charged particles forward from 
monoenergetic electron    and    ion    guns. For    spacecraft    simulation,     orbit-Iimited    collection from a 
Maxwellian plasma  is most commonly assumed.    Various other options are available for each ct.se. 

NASCAP has been validated by comparing its predictions to experimental data on charging of material 
samples^ spacecraft instrumentation^4^ and model spacecraft ^ subject to electron gun irradiation, as 
well as to actual spacecraft data ^ . Experience has demonstrated NASCAP to be a useful predictive tool 
when applied to the rarefied plasma conditions for which it was intended and the phys! a! principles 
underlying NASCAP have been proved sound. 

Secondary Electron Yields 

Previous studies by several authors have shown that, for a Maxwellian plasma, charging results only 
when the electron environment exceeds some threshold temperature. f7,eJ This is because secondary yields 
typically are greatest for electrons with energies below about 1 keV and are less than unity for 
electrons with energies above a  few    keV. Below    the threshold,  the   integral  secondary and backscatter 
yields exceed the  incident electron flux,   so net charging cannot occur. 

The concept of an energy below which the electrons do not contribute to charging was put forth by 
Lai,  Gussenhoven and Cohen. ^ Both    the    study    by    Laframboise    and    that    by Lai    indicated charging 
threshold temperatures of a few keV and that charging was caused by electrons with energies the order of 
10 keV. Those energies are about a factor of three lower than seen in the SCATHA survey^10^, A recent 
study^11^ has shown that this discrepancy occurs because the formulation of secondary yields used by 
these authors was inaccurate and predicted unphysically small secondary yields for electrons in the 
relevant energy  range  (5-50 keV). 

Theory^l2J and experiment'-13^ confirm that secondary yield is proportional to stopping power for 
high energy incident electrons. Using secondary formulations which are more correct at high energy, such 
as those from NASCAP^'141, or that suggested by Burke^15^, the mean energy of the electrons which charge 
a satellite agrees with the SCATHA observation that electrons above 30 keV caused spacecraft 
charging[101. 

Typical yield of secondary electrons as a function of energy is shown in Figure 1. The yield is 
proportional to the energy deposited by the incident electron in the top 20-100 angstroms of the 
material. For low energy electrons (with range comparable to or less than this distance) the yield is 
proportional to the particle energy. At high energy the yield is proportional to the stopping power 
This behavior has both a strong theoretical basis and has been verified experimentally.'13' The maximum 
yield occurs in the transition between these two regimes, which is at a few hundred volts for most 
materials. For spacecraft charging purposes it is important to have a reasonable estimate of secondary 
yields for 5*50 keV primary electrons. For most materials the electron range is wel I-represented in this 
energy  regime by a power   law: 

Range = Constant x Energyp (1) 

with 1.5<p<2.0.     Since 

Stopping Power =  [d(Rarige)/d(Energy)]"1 (2) 

we expect secondary yield to fall off inversely (or slower) with respect to the energy of the primary 
electron: 

Y(E)  = [E/E,,,,.]1^ (3) 

where Eext is the energy at which the secondary yield extrapolates to unity. (This i-3 equivalent to the 
form suggested by Burke^15'.) Proposed    simplified    formulas'16,171   having exponentib:   falloffs,  while 
easy to use analytically, will invariably underestimate the yield of secondary electrons for environments 
capable of charging spacecraft. For most spacecraft materials (which have low atomic number) backscatter 
yields  increase monotonical ly with energy from zero to few tenths. 

Following Lai et al.,'9' Eu per is defined as the energy below which electrons do no charging, 
i.e., 

XEupper  E exp(-E/fl)   [1-Y(E)-B(E))  dE = 0 (4) 

The parameter Eup is a function of  6,   being    undefined for 8 below the charging  threshold,   infinite at 
threshold,  and reacning a finite limit as 0 -* <*. 

Using the secondary emission formulation found    in    NASCAP    gives    a    value of  31,2 keV for E 
This contrasts with  the 11.1  keV value  reported    by    Lai  et al.[91.     The threshold Maxwellian temperature 
for charging  is found by NASCAP to be 14.0 keV,    compared with 4.9 keV from Lai.    The   low values reported 
by Lai  are entirely due to the   inadequacy of the secondary  formulation used. 
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For the purpose of comparison »ith data from the SCATHA satellite, the material properties are 
taken to be those of solar cell cower slips, since most of the exterior surface of the spacecraft is 
covered «ith solar cells. (The results would change little for most typical spacecraft coverings such as 
teflon beta cloth.) The dashed curve in Figure 2 shows the dependence of Eu(>per (calculated by NASCAP) 
with the temperature of the ambient environment. The high temperature limiting value of F,jpp,r is 15.1 
keV, and the threshold temperature is 6.8 keV. These are much lower than those for Gold, which has a 
higher atomic number, and therefore higher secondary and backscatter yields. We can define as well the 
mean energy of electrons which cause changing as 

/" E"1 exp{-E/9)   [1-Y(E)-B(E)] dE (5) 
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Figure 1.     Secondary yield  vs.   primary electron energy  for solar cell   coverslip material, 
assuming  Isotropie   incidence. 
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Figure 2.     Uypper   (dash«<' curve)  and Ec(,argjng  (solid curve)   as  functions of 
assumed Maxwel I ian temperature. 
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Th« solid curve in Figure 2 shows the dependence of this value on temperature. Unlike E ppert the 
average value has a minimum near the threshold temperature. For the SCATHA materials the minimum value 
is 35 keV in agreement with observation. The    flux   of electrons with energies greater than E and 
within $ of the E h rain contribute most of the net electron current to the surface and should be a 
reliable indicator of charging. 

Electric Field Limiting of Secondary and Photo Electron Emission 

The sheath of low-energy electrons which can form near a charged surface is known to have complex 
structure. NASCAP Sas the capability of determining low energy electron currents through tracking of 
emitted particles. However, not only is such a procedure time-consuming, but it jeopardizes the 
numerical  stability of    the    calculation. This    is    because    these    currents    are sensitive to surface 
potential changes comparable to the two-volt characteristic energy of emitted electrons, much smaller 
than the kilovolt differentia' potentials of interest. Mandel I et al'7-' showed that dny substantial 
electric field can dominate space charge effects in determining photosheath structure. It then follows 
that the surface potential will attain a value such that the fraction of secondary or photoelectrons 
escaping over an electric field barrier  is just that needed to maintain current balance. 

Consider space charge-1 imi ted emission  in    the    presence    of    an    external field.     If  the field  is 
negative (i.e.,   into the surface)  no sheath will     form,    so only positive fields will  be considered.    For 
the simple case of monoenergetic  (energy E)    electrons    emitted    normally from a plane surface,  a virtual 
cathode will form at a distance d from the surface. The sheath thickness d is found using the space 
charge equation^19^ . 

dV 2 dV 2 8J mV 
dx dx *=d £o 2lel 

with the boundary condition 

V(d) = 0 

V(o) = E/lel 

( dx J = ex ernal ield 

1/2 
(6) 

x=d 

Figure 3 shows the sheath thickness as a function of external field for the parameters J = 3 nA/cur 
and E = 2 eV. It is apparent that any substantial positive external field will completely dominate 
space charge effects and suppress emission of low energy electrons. Taking into account the distributed 
spectrum of  low-energy emitted electrons,   this  leads to the following principle: 

Undtr conditions of   strong   differenttai    charging   a   photoenitttng    surface    tpill reach a 
potential such as to maintain a positive external electric field of a fev volts per meter. 

10.0 100.o 
Elactnc   fi«ld   (volts/Mtar) 

Figure 3. Electron sheath thickness outside a planar surface emitting 2 eV electrons 
as a function of electric field in the low current limit (dashed line) and 
for 3 nA/cm2 emitted current (solid curve). 
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The precise value of  this field   is determined    by     the requirement that the unsuppressed high energy tail 
of   the photoemissron  spectrum maintain current balance. 

NASCAP was run to calculate the electrostatic potentials on the surface of, and in the space 
surrounding, a sunlit teflon-coated sphere. Currents to the sunlit surfaces were determined based on the 
principle put forth in the previous section. From an initial uncharged state, the sphere reached a final 
steady state having 2.5 kV of differential   charging. Figure    4    shows  the potentials  on a  shaded and a 
sunlit surface cell   as a  function  of  time. 

Figures 5-9 show the time development of the electrostatic field. (The satellite-sun line lies in 
the plane of these figures.    Dark  and sun I it eel Is are differentiated by shading.) 
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Figure 4.    Potentials on  shadowed and solar  illuminated surfaces 
of a teflon sphere  in a plasma  (Ne a l06/m3,   $ * 20 keV). 

Figure 5.    Potential  contours about a sunlit sphere early   in  time. 
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Figur« 6.     Potential   co^toiirs dround Süniife sphere showing early appearance ot 
sa-ldl« (re   t   (x)  at -5.fi  volts. 

Figure 7.     Potential  contours around sunlit sphere showing fully 
formed saddle point at approximately -8 volts. 
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Figure 8.  Potential contours about sunlit sphere showing 
saddle point at approximately -25 volts. 

Figure 9.  Steady state potential contours about sunlit sphere. 
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For the first -0.1 seconds the sphere charged uniformly (Figure 5). Over the next few seconds, the 
negative charge accumulated by the shaded surfaces began to dominate the electrostatic field, causing a 
saddle point to appear in front of a sunlit surface (Figures 6-7). At about 10 seconds the potential at 
the saddle point became negative. In accordance with the principle put forth above the sunlit surface 
maintained a potential a few volts positive relative to the saddle point (Figure 8). Final steady state 
(Figure 9)   is reached with the sunlit surface at -1.0 kV and the shaded surface at -3.6 kV. 

Secondary Electron Transport in NASCAP/LEO 

NASCAP/LEO f20'21^ is a computer code designed to study the interaction between a high-voltage 
spacecraft and a    short   Oebye     length    plasma. In    particular,    NASCAP/LEO predicts the electrostatic 
potential on insulating surfaces and in the surrounding plasma, and the parasitic current driven through 
the plasma. The kernel of NASCAP/LEO is the electrostatic potential solver, which solves a nonlinear 
Poisson-like equation with either potential or electric field boundary conditions at each surface cell. 
Two features of particular interest here are the local subdivision capability, .i id the treatment of 
secondary electron conductivity as an electric field boundary condition. 

NASCAP/LEO geometry consists of an object contained within a "primary grid" (usually 17x17x33 grid 
points) which may be contained within "outer grids" having successively double the physical spacing. The 
local subdivision capability allows the modeling of small but important object features within the 
primary grid. 

When the low-energy electrons are emitted and re-attracted by a surface, they form an effective 
surface conducting  layer,t22'23J   with  surface conductivity,  0\\   [ohms'1]  given by 

OH  =  (4/E/)  <C>  (Y Jin)- m 
Here Ei is the electric  field component normal  to the surface, <f> is the mean energy of emitted 
electrons (eV), and (Y J ) is the current density of emitted electrons. If electrons are emitted as a 
result of an incident electron current Jjn with secondary yield Y, two-dimensional current balance 
requi res 

Jin = ! ■ ("11 E||) (8) 

where E| | is the tangential electric field.  If  we make the approximation that 0\\   can be taken outside 
the divergence, equations (7) and (8) combine to give 

E, = [4 <0 Y V^||] 
1/2 

(9) 

NASCAP/LEO applies equation (9) sei f-consistently to insulating surfaces where secondary emission 
dominates. When secondary emission does not dominate, surfaces charge straightforwardly to reach current 
balance.     In the planar,  absorbing approximation,   such surfaces reach a negative potential  given by 

V = (9/2) MmJ»,) (10) 

where 6   is the plasma temperature (eV) . 

These concepts were used to model ^24J measurements of plasma sheath potentials by Gabriel, Garner 
and Kitamura. f25J The experimenters measured the plasma potential as a function of distance from the 
sample along the pinhole axis. 

Under negative bias, there is no secondary electron conductivity mechanism, as all secondary 
electrons escape. For a 0.64 cm diameter pinhole biased to -452 volts, both calculation and experiment 
(Figure 10) showed the potential drop below 20 volts by a distance of 1 cm from the surface. 

For the same pinhole biased to +458 volts, both calculation and experiment (Figure 11) showed 
potentials of 60 volts or more at the same one centimeter point. The calculations predicted the surface 
to be charged to substantial positive potentials to a radius exceeding one centimeter. While the surface 
potentials were not measured in this set of experiments, the effect was observed in earlier experiments 
by Stevens et al. ^ ^ In both sets of experiments, the spread of positive potentials onto the insulator 
surrounding a simulated pinhole led to a vast increase in the collected electron current, which was welt 
simulated by NASCAP/LEO. 
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Figure 10.  Potentials on axis for 0.64 cm diameter pinhole at -452 V. 
Solid line:  Calculated with kapton at  volts, Points: Experiment. 

Figure 11. Potentials Tor 0.64  cm diameter pinhole.     Upper  solid curve: 
Calculated for 458 V bias.     Points:   Experiment for 456 V bias. 
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Cone I us ions 

Secondary electron phenomena play an  important    role     in    many    aspects of spacecraft charging. 
this paper, three distinct cases »ere discussed that show ' 

'—(1) A good formulation for the secondary electron yield as a function of incident electron 
energy is needed in order to determine whether a given particle spectrum will cause strong 
negative charging for a given spacecraft material; 

(2) Suppression of secondary electron emission by electric fields plays a dominant role in 
sunlight charging;   and 

^3) Surface conductivity associated with the presence of a secondary electron layer plays a key 
role in enhancing the current collection by small, positively biased pinholes or 
interconnects. 

In 

The treatments of these various aspects of secondary electron phenomena in the NASCAP and 
NASCAP/LEO codes provide good quantitative results for secondary electron effects. Errors are probably 
due more to uncertainties in the input parameters to the codes and to uncertainties in experimental 
measurements than to inadequacies in the code formulations. In developing these treatments we have not 
merely generated a complex computer model, but also gained a better qualitative understanding of the role 
of   low energy emitted electrons  in spacecraft-plasma  interactions. 

/ 
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DISCUSSION 

D.K.Davies,UK 
Does  the NASCAP model  include details  of particle-surface  interactions such  as  the 
dependence of  electron generation on  incident  ion dynamics? 
Are processes  such as  Auqer neutralisation,   for  example,  modelled? 

Author's Reply 
Particle-surface interactiona in NASCAP include  ion  secondary  electron generation 
as a  function  of  ion energy and angle.   The specific mechanism  for neutralization 
and  secondary generation  is not specified. 

D.Verdin,UK 
Bulk conduction  referred  to briefly.   What is  the magnitude of  this contribution  for 
a thin dielectric on a  conductive  substrate when  exposed  to sunlight, where  photo- 
conduction will  be  involved? 

Author's  Reply 
We have  such cases  for  thin   (A/1 mil)   dielectrics where bulk conductivity dominate 
differentials,   other cases where conductivity  is  negligible and  intermediate cases. 
High energy electron radiatio    induced  conductant plays  an  important role,   and  is 
modelled  in  NASCAP. 

H.Thiemann,GE 
Does NASCAP/LEO include any influence  of space charges  created by secondary electrons 
or plasma particles to  the  outer potential distribution? 

Author's Reply 
NASCAP  includes  secondary electron  apace charge  as  an  option,   typical barrier heights 
calculated  have not exceeded a few  lengths of  a volt   for  SCATHA.   Foi  high  voltage 
charging  they make no difference. 

G.L.Wrenn,UK 
You claim that  spacecraft  charging  is  controlled  by   30  KeV electrons.   Is   it  not  true 
that  all electrons with  an energy greater than  the  upper croos-over point  of  the 
secondary electron yield  curve,  about   1  KeV or  less,   contribute  to the charging? 

Author's Reply 
Following Lai et al, we defi. e the charging electrons as those above the energy 
such that the surface current integral up to that energy gives Albedo of unity. 
This  is much  above the  second cross-over. 

P.Edenhofer,GE,   comment 
I  found  your concluding  remarks especially interssting  concerning  the imoortant 
influence of  low energy electrons  on  S/C charging.   The problem  is  that,  generally, 
low energy electrons can  hardly be measured in  situ by  scientific  satellite payloads 
since  the  relevant    on-board sensitivity  level  typically  isÄ 10  eV  (e.g.   Giotto). 
Thus,   for  taking  into account low energy electrons,   numerical  computations   and 
simulations usually are  the only tools  to work with. 

L.Levy,PR 
Are the  low potentials measured on this SCATHA OSR's  to be explained rather  in 
terms  of     importance of  Sec/eraissions  or of conductivity?   (enhanced conductivity) 

Author's  Reply 
I am unfamiliar with the  data. 

M . A. Heinemann, US 
In low earth orbit, how much effect does the earth's magnetic field have on the 
hopping  conductivity? 

Author's Reply 
I don't  know;   I  haven't  really thought  about  it. 


